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EPSO working group for patient and user participation in 

supervision 

 

Member interview Name Sorien Kleefstra 

Interviewer: Jooske Vos Country Netherlands  

  Organisation IGZ 

  Date 19-1-17 

 

Aim of this interview is to make an inventory on generic level of best practices ,unsuccessful cases and risks  

and effects of involving users to supervisory practises.  

In 2013 interviews were conducted about the organisations user participation experiences, we would like to 

know what has changed and  

if and how our members are involving patients and users into their supervisory practices; their good and 

bad experiences/examples involving patients/ users and what topics they are most interested to learn 

more about. 

Interviews are held via phone (preferable landline)and will last approx. 30 minutes.  

We will kindly ask you to answer following questions and elaborate in more detail: 

 

1. What are your best practice examples? How do you use patients/ users in your 

supervisory work? Please add where possible both good and less successful examples.  

- Zorgkaart Nederland – a website organised and set up  by an independent 

external organisation which is very useful to get information about the users voice; 

IGZ has  realized a number  of practical methods to use the information from 

zorgkaart in the Inspection procedures ( a.o risk analyses used by IGZ) 

- Landelijk Meldpunt- National Hotline care is from 1-12-16 included in the IGZ 

organisation ; this is a good practice – very helpful especially for their triage of 

complaints  1 on 5 is  serious  ; 4 on 5 is not serious; both categories are being used 

by IGZ to study and to react to the signals 

-  the citizen perspective as a broader scope to look at the work of the inspectorate 

( various methods and various levels of involvement of citizens ), for instance 

citizen feed back is asked at the IGZ   research programme ( Ac Werkplaats 

toezict); consumer panels of NIVEL are being used in the near future 

- Experts by experience are being used to join  at inspection visits – pilot  

2. What is the actual situation concerning User participation in your organisation? What 

has changed comparing to 2013 (if applicable)? 

Much broader acceptance for using the perspective of care users and citizens 

compared to a sometimes a bit hostile perspective towards outsiders in 2013.  

3. What would you like to learn from the others? 
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Very much interested in interconnectivity between:  

a. health care or quality and safety indicators as used by inspectorates and the 

inspection findings / reviews; what is the relation between the final judgement of 

the inspector and the indicators ;  

b. citizen or patient views and the final judgement of the inspector ; Is  there a  

relation between these views and the judgement ; do patient citizen views have 

any predictive value and at if so at what points?  

Following some hypothetical presumptions we would like you to react on: 

a) What is the aim / hoped effect why to involve users?  

 Provides information you wouldn’t not otherwise get;- yes certainly 

 Discovering incidents or serious problems; yes it sometimes does help  

 Improving things what patients consider important; yes 

 Helps cooperation with third parties.  not sure if this is an inspection task but it can 

help to find critical external relations  

b) How do you use / analyse the information you get?  

 For the ranking of i.e. hospitals, nursing homes etc.; yes 

 For the separate system; yes 

 Sharing and classifying; not sharing with outsiders/ only insiders ; classifying yes 

 For direct / or no direct contact with users.not used for direct contact with users ; 

not in cure but partly and not systematically in the supervision on  care homes etc.  

  

 

c) What is the effect and outcome?  

 New information; yes 

 Looking through the eyes of patient the quality of health; yes 

 Being more objective, preventing the capture; other methods are used to prevent 

capture, but his can also help ; using the patient perspective is of course 

subjective but if combined with the inspectors perspective objectivity is more 

within reach.  

 Increasing accountability of supervisory organisation; yes  

 

d) Why and when do users cooperate best?  

 Trust; yes important and also important is that the inspectorate itself makes sure 

that the given trust is to fulfilled and not harmed ; management of expectations is 

important  

 Culture and perspective; yes 

 Guidance; yes guidance is relevant but not only for users but also for inspectors  

 In case of occurred incidents; yes users seem to give information to prevent others 

from having the same bad experiences; altruism ; the reason for giving information 

is – as seen in research-  not to receive money or to get advantages  

 In case they get feedback and can see that it has an effect. 
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e) Why and when are users not cooperative?  

 Fear for repercussions, doubts in anonymity;  yes an important question is how to 

prevent this fear from being an obstacle for getting relevant information from users  

 No trust; yes 

 Difference in perception due to age/cultural differences; yes 

 No interest, doesn’t find it important what supervisory organisation is doing; yes 

often patients are not interested in giving information until tthey have a bad 

experience; in that case they want to protect others from having the same 

experience 

 Bureaucratic concerns; yes 

 Suspicions regarding the effect. yes not realizing that things can changeas a result 

of information exchange.  

 

 

 

 


